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ABSTRACT: An evaluation was conducted on three forested uplandCT: An evaluation as t   land 
watersheds in the northeastern U.S. to test the suitability of TOP- n rtheastern U. t test the suitability of ­
MODEL for predicting water yield over a wide range of climaticL for predicting ater i ld er  e  tic 
scenarios. The analysis provides insight of the usefulness of TOP-s.   ­
MODEL as a predictive tool for future assessments of potentialL as  ti e l r t r  t  ti l 
long-term changes in water yield as a result of changes in global cli- i  ater yield as a result of changes in global cli­
mate. The evaluation was conducted by developing a calibratione l  con l ing a alibration 
procedure to simulate a range of climatic extremes using historicalran e of li  
temperature, precipitation, and streamfiow records for years hav­pr , str l  rds for years hav­
ing wet, average, and dry precipitation amounts from the Leadingi  et, a era e, a  r  reci itati  a ts fr  t e ea i  
Ridge (Pennsylvania), Fernow (West Virginia), and Hubbard Brookr  ( t d ubbard Brook 
(New Hampshire) Experimental Watersheds. This strategy was pshire) peri ental atersheds. This strategy as 
chosen to determine whether the model could be successfully cali­ t r hether the model could be successf ll
brated over a broad range of soil moisture conditions with thebr ra  of s iti ns ith t e 
assumption that this would be representative of the sensitivity nec­t this woul  t tive f ­
essary to predict changes in streamfiow under a variety of climatet r i  str l vari t  f  
change scenarios. The model calibration was limited to a daily timeel cali rati  as li it  to a aily ti e 
step, yet performed reasonably well for each watershed. Model effi­t , et performed reasonably we l for each watershed. Model e fi­
ciency, a least squares measure of how well a model performs, aver­y,  l  easure of ho  
aged between 0.64 and 0.78. A simple test of the model whereby .  .  le l  
daily temperatures were increased by 1.7CC, resulted in annual were increased by 1.7'C, resulted in l 
water yield decreases of 4 to 15 percent on the three watersheds. s    t   
Although these results makes the assumption that the model com- t t  assu ti  that the model co ­
ponents adequately describe the system, this version of TOPMOD­ d  syste , this version of ­
EL is capable to predict water yield impacts given subtle changes in    t ter yiel  i acts gi  s tle changes in 
the temperature regime. This suggests that adequate representa­t  t r t r  r i . is s sts t t t  r r s ta­
tions of the effects of climate change on water yield for regional eff      al 
assessment purposes can be expected using the TOPMODEL con-pur ca  be expecte  using the TOP ­

cept.ce t.
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INTRODUCTION 
Recent research suggests that climatic changet  t cli ati ch  
brought about by increasing levels of greenhouser t t  i r si  le ls f r s  
gases in the atmosphere will increase global tempera­l t era­
tures (Cannell et ai., 1989) and affect spatial and tem­ ( l  t ti
poral patterns of precipitation (Wolock, 1993; Yarnal,r l tterns of precipitation (Woloc , 199 ; r l,
1990). Estimates of the magnitude of potential90). sti ates f t   l 
climate changes from Global Circulation Modelsf  
(GCMs) are uncertain (Joyce et ai., 1990). Many mays) are t i   t l., 19 .   
argue that the evidence available still does not sup­t the evide d
port that global climate change will occur. However,that global climate change wil  oc ur. Ho  
researchers that support various climate change sce­t support various cli t  ch
narios agree that these changes would alter tempera­ t these chan   
ture and moisture regimes of many regional climates.a  ist r  regi s of r . 
These changes, in turn, could affect evapotranspira-,  r , coul aff ev ­
tion, precipitation, and soil moisture storage and ulti­, il ist re t r e  lti­
mately, the timing and magnitude of runoff, laket l ,  of r  
levels, and groundwater availability. Planning forl l ,  r t r il ilit . l i  f r
management and use of forest and water resourcese t  t r  
will depend on our ability to accurately predict thell d n r ilit   t l  i t t  
effects of physical climate ch ange on hydrologic cycles,i  o , 
particularly from forested watersh eds becausefr e  
approximately 80 percent of the surface runoff isi ately 0 r t f t    
yielded from forested and wildland watersheds. For  rested   t r eds. r 
these reasons an investigation of methods for evaluat­ i sti tio  of  t
ing impacts on regional water resources is warranted. r i nal at  r s is arr t . 
Hydrologic models that provide reliable water yieldl gic odels that i e li l  l  
estimates over a wide range of watershed conditionswi range of watershed conditi  
under a variety of climatic scenarios are needed tovariet  of cli  n  
evaluate the impacts of climate change on wateri    
resources. From a hydrologic point of view, the mostr es.  ic ie , t e t 
important predicted changes in physical climate as a l t   
result of climate change are changes in precipitationcha i preci it  
and temperature, both of which affect evapotranspira­t re, both of  t t i
tional processes and ultimately water availability.    t  av . 
Consequently, model development or selection shouldently, del l e t r ti   
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include components that consider evapotranspira­e ponents t r tr s ira­
tional processes, soil moisture storage opportunities,l es, il i t r  iti , 
and precipitation patterns under a variety of vegeta­it ti n vari o ­
tive conditions. The model should also consider the iti ns. he odel should also consider the 
variable nature of hydrologic processes and be appli­l   of h ic esses a   li­
cable to a wide variety of watersheds. One such modell     l 
that addresses many of these requirements is TOP- ad r of t re ir i ­
MODEL, a basin hydrologic model for predictingDEL, a basi  r l gic odel for re icti  
stormflow responses to a time series input of precipi­flo  responses to  t of 
tation and temperature (Beven and Kirkby, 1979).te erature (Beven and Kir . 
Other studies have shown a reasonable degree ofs   r l  ree f 
success in calibrating TOPMODEL to a small water-ss i  DEL to a all t r­
shed in the Shenandoah Mountains (Hornberger et  Shena (  t 
al., 1985), and for three small watersheds in the Unit-),  f r t r  ll t  it­
ed Kingdom (Beven et al., 1984). Ambroise et at.  en t 1  l  
(1996) used a modified TOPMODEL and showed simi­)     a   i i­
lar calibration success for a watershed in a smallcali s  r     
mountainous watershed in France. One recent study, r r st , 
however, found difficulty in validating TOPMODELer,  lt   li ting T  
on a Swiss catchment using field-estimated parame­ tc  usin  field-  
ters and observed that the physical processes of thean  obser at the physical proce  
catchment were not adequately being represented byt t  t t l  i  t   
TOPMODEL CIorgulescu and Jordan, 1994). A pointEL (J ulescu and Jordan, ).  i t
remains uncertain is what constitutes a legitimate t i  le  
calibration or validation, particularly in light of theti n  li ation, articularly in t  t  
variability in hydrologic response as a function ofi h i  se  f   
model time step, watershed size, and parameterdel ti e t ,  ,   
quantification. 
The objective of this study was to test whether tive of this st dy as to t t r 
TOPMODEL could be calibrated over a broad rangeDEL could be calibrated r    
of soil moisture and precipitation regimes on threeil isture  t  es n  
watersheds from different physiographic regions hav­ fr iff r t p i
ing different vegetative, lithologic, and topographici  iff r t veg t ti , lithol ,  topo r
characteristics that result in a wide range of hydro-  result in a wide range of hy ­
logic responses. TOPMODEL was selected for thisi  s. DEL was selected for this 
study because of the previous success by others and pr    
the versatility of the model to reflect the physical pro-t  rsatility of the mo t r l  ­
cesses occurring on forested upland watersheds in   r sted   
the northeastern United States. Evaluating modelrt t  Unite  States. Evaluating m l 
performance over a broad range of soil moisture andce er   il i t r   
precipitation conditions is intended to encompass pre-t ­
cipitation changes that may be possible from climate t a  be pos  t  
change. A successful calibration over this broad rangec l  
of physical conditions and physiographic regions  
implies that TOPMODEL would be a viable model fori that TOP O  wo l  via l   
estimating regional water yield impacts on uplandti i re i t r yi l i
forested watersheds throughout the northeastern  t  
United States using a number of climate change sce-t tes using a number of climate change sc ­
n ario 5.ios. 
STUDY LOCATIONS  
Three upland forested watersheds in the north east-r  land foreste  atersheds in the north ­
ern U.S. were selected for the model simulations.er  U. wer  selecte  fo the mod si  
These include: Fernow Four (F4), Hubbard Brook :  ,  
Three (HB3), and Leading Ridge One (LR1) Experi­ree ( ), a  ea i  i e e ( ) eri­
mental Watersheds. The watershed locations aretal t rs eds. e t  ti s  
shown in Figure 1. The watersheds were selected pri­n in i re . e t  t  ri­
marily because they are located in different physio­il  se  l ­
graphic regions, are completely forested, and havera ic re i s, are c letel  f rested, a  a e 
different hydrologic regimes. As the "control" water­l gic r i es. s t l" t r­
sheds for these study areas, detailed climatic ands f r t se  ti   
watershed data are available. All three watersheds . ll  
experience similar climatic patterns. However, theri ce si il r li ti  tt r s. r, t  
further north the watershed location the more wintryt  atershe  lo  
the climate. The climate of the northeastern Unitedt .  ate f t e t r  it  
States is a humid, continental type. Frontal systemsh .  
are the dominant source of precipitation. Tropicalt do i a t sour of r i l 
storms occasionally affect the study sites and can siona ly a fect the study sit s   
cause heavy rainfall. Orographic influences on precip­ ­
itation are also experienced at each ofthe sites.   the it s. 
Fernow Four (F4)  
F4 is 39.2 hectares in area and is located on the .  tares i   l    
Fernow Experimental Forest in the Appalachian i ental t  
Plateau physiographic province of West Virginia. Thel t  physiogra i  pr i   t i i ia.  
watershed is at 39'03'N latitude and 79'42'W longi­ t 39°  latitude and 79°42'  lo
tude in northeastern West Virginia. F4 has an easternt  i ia. 4 has an st r  
aspect and ranges in elevation from 740 m to 868 m.r i ele f   . 
Streamflow is measured using a broad-crested weirfi  i   r  
with a 90-degree, v-notch inset. Precipitation was 9 , tch t.  
measured using a Belfort weighing-type raingage.r  i   Belf rt ei i -t  r i . 
Average annual precipitation for F4 is 1458 mm. Tem­  precipitation for F4 is 1458 . 
perature was measured using a Belfort hygrothermo­r t re was easure  using a Belfort h
graph. Average annual temperature for F4 is 9'C, and.  l t t  f   i  ° ,  
mean monthly temperatures range from -4'C to 19'C. t l  te peratures range from -4°C to 19° . 
The soils are predominately inceptisols characteris­ 
tically well-drained, medium-textured loam and siltti ll  ll i , i -textured l a  a d ilt 
loam residual soils ranging in depth from one to sev­l s i de t  fro on t se
eral meters. These soils formed through the weather­t  s i  t
ing of underlying acid shales and sandstone. The  s  
vegetative cover is predominantly an oak forest with r  t  f r t it  
beech, sugar maple, and yellow poplar.beech, sugar aple, and yello  poplar. 
Hubbard Brook Three (HB3)rd Brook T (  
HB3 is 42.4 hectares in area and is located on the  .  t   is loc t   
Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest in the New Eng­r  r rest i  the Ne  En
land physiographic province of New Hampshire. Thel  physio r i  pr i    i .  
watershed is at 43'56'N latitude and 71'45'W longi­i at 43° ' latitude and 71°  lon
tude in the southwestern corner of the White Moun­t i  the southwestern corner of the White Mou
tains of northcentral New Hampshire. HB3 has at i  of northce tr l Ne  
southern aspect and ranges in elevation from 416 m rang s in elevati fr  
to 717 m. Streamflow is measured using a 90-degree,t 7 tr i i  a 90-  
v-notch weir. Precipitation is measured using ir.   
a Belfort weighing-type raingage. Average annuala Belfort weig i -t  r i . r  l 
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Figure 1. Locations ofFernow Four (F4), Hubbard Brook Th)'ee (HB:n, 1. c ti  f r ( ard Brook Thre  (HB3), 
and Leading Ridge One (LRl) Experimental Watersheds.  1) Experi e t l  
precipitation for HB3 is 1388 mm.i it ti  r   . Temperature was	 measured at a single station using a Belfort weighing- t a single station using a Belfort weighin ­
measured using a Belfort hygrothermograph. Averagei   lf rt r t r r . r  type raingage. Average annual precipitation for LR1 . e  r i  f  L  
annual temperature for HB3 is 6°C, and mean month-ture for ,  ea  nth­ is 1064 mm. Temperature was measured using a . erat re   
ly temperatures range from _9°C to 18°C. Belfort hygrothermograph. Average annual tempera­
The  soils are derived from glacial till to form typi-ils  i l  ­ ture for LR1 is 11°C, and mean monthly temperatures 
 t r s range fro  -9° .	 t t raph. rage l 
   noc, and ean onthly te perat r  
cal spodisol soils ranging in depth from zero to several range from O°C to 23°C.l isol soils rangi  i      fr  0° t  2 
 
meters.t rs. The vegetative cover is a mature, second t ti e er is  se  The soils are residual ranging in depth from one to
l     
growth northern hardwood forest, which is dominated several meters formed on colluvial material throughr t  t,   i t  l    i l   
by sugar maple, beech, and yellow birch. Balsam fir the weathering of underlying shales and sandstone.y s r l , ,  ll  ir h. ls  fir       san . 
and red spruce occur primarily at higher elevations. The vegetative cover consists of an uneven-aged, cop­r ri ril .	  u c
pice forest of oak, hickory, and maple. , i ory, a l . 
Leading Ridge One (LRl)i  i   ( J) 
APPROACHLR1 is 122.7 hectares in area and is located inR1 is 122.7 hectares in ar   l   
the Valley and Ridge physiographic province of cen­t  ll y   -
TOPMODEL Overviewtral Pennsylvania. LR1 is at 40°40N latitude and	  itr l sylvania. R1 is at 0 0 40'  l tit e  
77°57'W longitude and has a southeastern aspect and'57W longitude and has a southeastern aspect a  
ranges in elevation from 275 meters to 450 meters. TOPMODEL is a physically-based model thatranges i  ti n fro  75 eters to  eters. ODEL is a physically-based odel that 
Stream discharge is monitored using a modifiedi  includes typical components of most conceptualtrea  i r e  i l  c  c
broad-crested trenton weir with a sharp-crested, r st , watershed-scale models. In addition, TOPMODELr ad-crested trenton eir ith t r - l  l . I  addition, TOP  
90-degree, v-notch in the center. Precipitation was includes the distinction that the model simulates the90-degre , v-notch in the enter. i it ti  	 i cludes the istinction t t t e el si lates t e 
variable source area (VSA) concept of streamfiow gen­ rea ev  l
eration (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967). Incorporatingi 1   
the VSA concept into a hydrologic model is not unique e t int   r logic odel is not unique 
to TOPMODEL. It is the concept of streamfiow gener­ DEL. It is t  str fl  gener­
ation recognized by most wildiand hydrologists, but isi   st il l d ydrologists, but is 
not recognized universally by all hydrologists, nor hasi  i r l  ll rologists, nor has 
it been incorporated into most watershed-scale mod-in t ater ­
els. The TOPMODEL concept was developed in the. EL concept was developed in the 
late 1970s (Beven and Kirkby, 1979), and later devel­ , ), r de
oped into a watershed-scale model which has under-d t   l  el ich as r­
gone numerous revisions to the model structure toe erous isions to  el t  
meet the needs and interests of other investigatorst  t  of t in  
(Beven et ai., 1984; Famiglietti, 1992; Famiglietti anden et at., ; a iglietti, ; i li tti  
Wood, 1991; Hornberger, et ai., 1985; Pinol et ai.,od, 991; ornberger, et at., ; ifiol et t., 
1997; Wolock and Hornberger, 1991; Wolock, 1988;; olock and , 19 ; l , ;
Wolock et at., 1989; Wood et at., 1988). Much of thelock et i., ; ood et ai., 8). uch f t e 
current research centers around improving the per- t rs d proving ­
formance of the model through investigations of sensi­t l  
tivity of model parameters and structure. Ambroisel structure. A  
et at. (1996) has shown that alternative forms of thei  ( ) n lt r f   
model structure, based on alternative transmissivityel  tra  
functions, can improve model performance, particu­ti ,  i  l e, ti
larly during low streamflow periods. The represen­l rl  rin  lo  strea fi  ri .  r r ­
tiveness of rainfall input data, namely storm volumes, , a l  st r , 
has been found to be influential on model perfor­f t b influential on mo pe
mance, even though expanding the gage network did,   
not improve model efficiencies (Obled et ai., 1994).i effi  l  t t 19 . 
Others have focused on the effects of DTM (digital foc the e fects of  t l 
terrain model) scale in deriving the topographici  mo s i derivi  the topogr  
index, ln(altanI3) and the sensitivity of this index and, I / an~) and the sensitivity f this i ex  
other parameters on model output (Franchini et ai., o  ( t  
1996; Quinn et ai., 1991; Saulnier et ai., 1997; Wolock; i   t  l ier et at., 19 7;  
and Price, 1994). Much attention has also focused on1   has also foc  
assessing uncertainty in model predictions resultingi  rt i t  i  l r i ti s r lti
in the development and application of the GLUEt dev l a i t   
(Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation)l  od cert i t   
methodology for estimating uncertainty bounds forology for esti ti   
these predictions (Beven and Binley, 1992; Fisher andi , 2; Fis er  
Beven, 1996; Binley et ai., 1991). Wolock and Horn­, ;  t 199 k 
berger (1991) successfully used TOPMODEL to evalu­r (   l ­
ate the hydrological effects of doubling atmosphericthe hydrolo i eff of  
carbon dioxide levels. Band et at. (1993) coupled a dis-. i (  l   ­
tributed ET (evapotranspiration) model with TOP­i t  E  (evapotrans ir ti  mo
MODEL. This effort demonstrated watershed ETEL. This effort onstrat   
variability in modeling soil moisture status on forest-il oisture t  st­
ed ecosystems. Pinol et ai. (1997) found that by alter­s. iñ l t t. 7) found that  lt r­
ing or adding to the model structure of TOPMODELa in  t  the model structure of TOPMO  
that some improvement in model efficiency can bet some improve t in mod l effici    
obtained. Freer et at. (1997) demonstrated that thed.  i (1 ) strated t  
topographic index may not be adequately representedi     
solely by surface topography emphasizing the impor­l l    t  i i  t  i
tance of other controls such as the influence of localt of t  co s s the influenc  of l l 
geologic structure and soil hydraulic properties onl gic str t r  s  
flow pathways. . 
There are many notable differences that exist  ces t  
among different formulations. One of the most signifi­l ti . i
cant differences are between formulations that utilizees are t een f r ulations t  
statistics of the frequency distribution of the topo­fre  t  to
graphic index, In(a/tan~) and those that utilize theic ex, l ( l f3) and those that utilize the 
spatially distributed values of the index. Similarly,l f t  inde Si  
lumped parameter values and spatially-distributedl ed r t r l s  s ti ll - istri t
parameter values are used with these approaches,it these appro  
respectively. Both approaches assume that the spatialectively. Both a proaches a sume that t e ti l 
distribution of In(a/tan~) approximates the spatiali t i ti   l /tanl3) approximates the ti l
distribution of the depth to the water table in ati  f t e th t      
watershed. This is an important factor to approximatet   
the dynamic hydrologically-active source areas typi­t  i  r l i ll - ctive rce r  t i­
cally found at the base of concave hillsides. Differ­ll  nd base of co ­
ences in predictions of total streamflow using boths    l i   
approaches have been shown to be negligible (Wolock, e  sho  to be negligible ( , 
1995). A more in-depth discussion of TOPMODEL can).  ore i    
be found in Beven (1997), Beven et ai. (1984), and ), en t l. ),  
Wolock, (1993).l , ( ). 
A TOPMODEL formulation, reported by WolockEL f r ulation, b   
(1988), that utilizes the statistical distribution of the8), t t li s     t  
In(a/tan~) was used in this study. In this version, thel ltanf3) was used in this tudy. In i ,  
watershed is partitioned into areas defined by classesi r s defi  
of the spatial distribution of In(a/tan~), where "a" iss ti l distribution of ]n(a/tanf3),    
the watershed area contributing to a point and tan~ is  tri uting to a point and tan  
the steepest slope about that point. This modelst  sl t poi t. Thi   
approach was selected because data necessary to  t  ause t    
parameterize soil hydraulic characteristics are not il r lic r teristics   
available on a spatially distributed scale for the three   r  
study watersheds. In addition, TOPMODEL was cho­ In addition, TOP
sen because it simulates a variable source area se vari so  
approach to streamflow generation and includes  i  t  i  
hydrologic processes that are consistent with thel gic proce ses that r    
forested watersheds used in this analysis.  
This version of TOPMODEL (herein referred to asEL (herein referred t   
TOPMODEL) includes typical components found inEL) i cludes t ical e ts d  
most conceptual basin-scale models for forested  
watersheds. Infiltrating water is stored within thes. st t  
soil profile. At any point in the watershed, water canl file. t any int in t  ,  
drain downslope at a rate dependent on the depth tolope at    
saturation, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil, andi , the hydraulic cond ti    ,  
a parameter describing the exponential increase inra t r des e ti l   
hydraulic conductivity the closer the saturated zone isit  t  r t    
to the land surface. Overland flow can also occur ont  land surface. Overland flo ca als  occ o  
areas in which the entire soil profile is saturated.i  ti  s pr   
Hydrologically-active areas within the watershed arel gica ly-active areas ithin t e t   
defined typically at topographically convergent areasfi  t i ll  t t r i ll  r ent r
at the bases of slopes as a function of ln(a/tan3) and the bases of sl a fu In a ~)  
the current hydrologic condition of the soil. Water can rrent hydr l t il. t r  
be withdrawn from the soil at its potential rate by  t e il at l  
evapotranspiration. The evapotranspiration routinet i ti .  t i ti  ti  
included in this version of TOPMODEL is based oni this version of TOP   is   
the Hamon formula (Hamon, 1961). This empiricala for ( 1  e  
method utilizes air temperature data and latitude to tili es ir rat re t   
yield saturation vapor pressure and daytime hours toi l  t ti     ti   t  
predict potential evapotranspiration.r i t t ti l tr s ir ti . 
TOPMODEL Parameters and OutputP L Para eters and utput 
A number of soil and topographic parameters along nu ber of soil and topographic para eters along 
with watershed latitude and a time series of precipi­it  t rs  l titude and a time series of precipi­
tation and air temperature are required to run TOP­tati  a  air te perature are required to run T ­
MODEL. Table 1 lists required input parameters and 
expected model output. 
L. able 1 lists required input para eters and 
expected model output. 
TABLE 1. TOPMODEL Inputs and Outputs (Wolock, 1993).T LE 1. T P EL Inputs and Outputs (Wolock, 1993). 
INPUTSI  
Time Series of:
 
TemperatureTemperature
 
i e Series of: PrecipitationPrecipitation 
Observed Streamflowr  tr fi  
Topography (DEM data)Topography (DEM data) 
Spatial Distributions ofatial istri ti s f Hydraulic Conductivity
 
Soil Characteristics: Depth to Bedrockt  t  r 

Hydraulic Conductivity
il aracteristics: 
Depth of AB Soil Horizonth of  
Field CapacityField apacity 
Latitudeatitude 
Watershed Areat r  r  
OUTPUTS 
Total streamflowTime Series of:i  ri  f: i  
Subsurface flow fl  
Temporal and Spatial Overland FlowTemporal and Spatial
 
Distributions of: Depth to Water Table
i t i ti  f:  
Saturated Land-Surface Area r a 
Soil Moisture 
EvapotranspirationEvapotranspiration 
il i
Parmeterization and Calibrationt r ati n a i r i  
Model performance is evaluated using the objectiveodel perfor ance is e l t  
function, model efficiency. Model efficiency is defined 
as:s: 
f cti , cy. el ficiency is 
Model Efficiency:;:: (l-variance of the data)/el fficiency = 1-v ri  t e t  
(l-variance of the residuals)(1-variance f the residuals) 
A model efficiency of one indicates the model is per­ odel e ficiency of one indicates the model is per­
forming perfectly, whereas a model efficiency of zerof r ing erfectly, hereas  l cy f zero 
indicates the model is performing no better than theindicates the odel is erforming no be ter than t  
mean of the observed data.ean f the observed data. 
A parameter optimization routine CRosenbrock, para et (Rose , 
1960) is included in TOPMODEL for calibration pur­1960) is included in P ODEL for calibration pur­
poses. The optimization routine performs numerousposes. The opti ization routine rf r s erous
iterations on selected parameter estimates whichiterati s  l ted r et r  i h 
are adjusted in attempts to maximize the objectiveare adjusted in attempts to maximize the objective 
function. Parameter optimization is preferred byfu . ra eter opti izati  is prefer ed by 
many modelers because minimum time and effort isa  o l i i ti  and ef ort is 
involved and maximum model efficiencies are oftenin l  maxi u  mo l effici  oft  
achieved. For this study, initial estimates were madeac i is stu i itial estimates were made 
for those parameters that could not be quantified withfor t  ra eters that could not be quantified with 
reasonable certainty given the existing data. Thereas rt i t  gi the existing data. The 
Rosenbrock optimization technique was used along  s  alo  
with trial and error parameter adjustments to obtainit  trial and er or parameter adjustments to obtain 
the ''best fit" for calibration.the "best fit" f li ratio . 
The "drivers" of the model include time series of "dri  i i seri of 
precipitation and temperature for each of the yearspre i te rat re for each of the years 
for which the model is calibrated. One additional yearf  i  
was also needed to allow the internal state variables   t  t t  vari  
to be initialized and equilibrated. The model was cali­t i itialized and equilibrated. The model was cali­
brated for above average (wet), average, and belowrated for abov  average (wet), average, and belo  
average (dry) precipitation years. An above averager  ( r ) r i it ti  years. An above average
year was selected if it met the criteria of havingy  sel t et the criteria of having 
10 percent greater than average precipitation and the  aver  pr i t  t
increases were evenly distributed based on meantri t  based on ea  
monthly precipitation. An average precipitation yeart l  i it ti .   r i it ti  
was selected if the monthly distribution was consis­s l   mont l  distribution was consi
tent with average monthly amounts. Below averaget with average monthly amounts. Belo  average 
years were selected if the year had 10 percent less  a  10 percent less 
precipitation and the reduction was distributed even-t  red ti  distributed ev ­
ly based on mean monthly precipitation. This criteria  
was chosen to represent a full range of possible sen t  a ful range of possi  
changes to the precipitation regimes due to climate  preci it ti regi d  to climate 
change. Assuming an evenly-distributed increase or. i g    
decrease in precipitation is speculative, yet thisse i  ti  ti e, t  
method will generate a broad range of hydrologic con- t  a broad range of hydrologic co ­
ditions under which to test the model for each of theiti   i  t   t  l    t  
watersheds and to evaluate the potential for TOP-s the potential for T ­
MODEL to be used for further evaluations of regional to be s  f r f ti s of  
impacts on water yields from forested watersheds ini t    i l   t  t  i  
the northeastern United States. 
Derivation of most soil and geographic parametersri ti  f t il  r i  t  
was accomplished using published and unpublishedlis ed si  li  
site documentation (M. B. Adams, 1992, Personal t t  . . s, , l 
Communication, USDA Northeastern Forest Experi-unication, SDA Northeastern t i­
ment Station, Parsons, West Virginia; Adams et al.,Parso s, est ir   
1994; E. J. Ciolkosz, 1991, Personal Communication,4; . , , , 
Soil Characterization Laboratory, Penn State Univer-oil haracterizati  ratory, e  t t  i r­
sity, University Park, Pennsylvania; C. A. Federer,it , i ersit   . ,
1992, Personal Communication, USDA Northeastern992, Personal unication, A ortheaster  
Forest Experiment Station, Durham, New Hamp-r t r ­
shire; Federer et al., 1990, J. Hudak, 1992, Personalire; r r t ., , . 1 , nal 
Communication, USDA SCS, University Park, Penn-unication, SDA SCS, University Park, ­
sylvania; Lynch and Corbett, 1985; USDA, 1987),l i ; h  1985; , ), 
using empirical methods for estimating soil hydraulici  irical et s f r t il raulic 
conductivity by Stevens (1988), Portland State Uni­ductivity by Stevens ( 988), Portland t t  i­
versity (Wolock, 1988) and then deriving spatially­rsit  olock, 198 ) and then ri i  ti ll ­
weighted averages using GIS software, ARC/INFOei hted  soft , A  
and ERDAS. Due to uncertainty in estimating lumped AS. Due to uncertainty in esti ati  l ped
values for some soil hydraulic parameters, such asalues for s e soil hydraulic parameters, such as 
hydraulic conductivity, field capacity, and soil depth,hydraulic onductivity, field capacity, and soil depth,
these parameters were estimated initially and thenthese para eters ere esti ated initia ly and then 
optimized during the calibration process.optimized during the calibrati  roce s. 
The first three moments of the spatial distributionThe first t ree ents f the s atial ti  
for the topographic index, In(a1tan~) were computedfor the t ographic index, ln(aJtan) r  uted
using 7.5-minute DEMs. These values are summa-using . - inute EMs. These values are a­
rized for each watershed in Table 2 and reveal thatrized for each watershed in Table 2 and reveal that 
topographic differences exist between the watersheds.topographic dif erences exist between the atersheds. 
Statistics of the 1n(aJtan3) Distributions forTABLET BLE 2.. t t  I / ~) istri ti r 
Leading Ridge One, Fernow Four, and HubbardLeading Ridge One, Fernow Four, and ubbar  
Brook Three Using 7.5-Minute DEMs.r k hr   
Statistictatistic of In(a/tan{3) Distributionf 1n(aJtan) istributi  
Watershedaters e  Meanean Varianceari  Skew 
LR1I 6.136.  1.661.  2.08.  
F4F4 6.566.  2.32.  6.19.  
HB3B3 6.15.  2.64.  5.90.  
Resultsesults 
Simulations were performed using wet, dry, andl t   d i  t, ,  
average precipitation years to calibrate TOPMODEL to calibrate TOP  
for the Leading Ridge One, Hubbard Brook Three,r  , 
and Fernow Four watersheds. Model efficiencies rang- r  r t rs e s. o l ffi i i s r ­
ing between 0.64 and 0.78 were achieved indicatingi  t  .   0.  r  a i  i i ti  
the model predicted discharge values 64-78 percentl   
better than the mean of the observed data. Model effi­etter than the mean of the observed data. Model effi­
ciencies for the wet, dry, and average years were 0.76,i s for t ,  er  0.  
0.64, and 0.68 for Leading Ridge One; 0.71, 0.78, and,  , ,  
0.75 for Fernow Four; and 0.64, 0.75, and 0.76 for .    ; 0. , . , 0.   
Hubbard Brook Three, respectively. These model effi- ro  , respecti  ­
ciency results were all within the range reported byi cy results re ll it i  t  r  re rt   
Beven et al. (1984) for year-long calibrations of three t  (    li ti s t  
U.K. watersheds. Franchini et al. (1996) reported . . t r . r i i t l. (19 ) r rt  
model efficiencies greater than .90 over three-monthel efficiencies greater t a  .90 over three- o t  
periods using an hourly time step while evaluatings  ti st  
the sensitivity of the model.the sensitivity of the odel. 
Although the model efficiency results are favorable,lt  t e o l effi i  r lt  r  fa r l ,
a closer inspection of the entire time series ofa cl s r i s ti  f t  tir  ti  series of 
observed versus predicted discharges (Figures 2 r i dischar (Fig r  2 
through 4), indicates periods of disparity throughoutt r 4) indicates perio  of disp rit  throughout
the calibration period. The disparity in the observedt e calibrati  peri . e disparit  in the observed 
versus predicted discharges can be attributed to ther  r i t  i r s   ttri t  t  the 
inability of the model to adequately reflect antecedentinability of the odel to adequately reflect antecedent 
soil moisture conditions that affect the magnitude ofsoil oisture conditions that affect the agnitude of 
subsequent runoff events.subsequent runoff events. 
Five possible explanations were identified that mayFi  p ssi l  l ti s r  i tifi  t at may
account for the inability of the model to accuratelyaccount for the inability of the model to accurately 
predict soil moisture conditions. These include: (1) anpredict soil oisture conditions. These include: (1) an 
inability of the model to predict snow accumulation orinability of the odel to predict sno  accu ulation or 
snowmelt accurately, particularly during late wintersnowmelt accurately, particularly during late winter
and early spring; (2) baseflow was consistentlyand early spring; (2) baseflo  as consistently 
overestimated during low flow months (June throughoveresti ated during lo  flow months (June through 
October), suggesting possibly that ET is being under­October), suggesting possibly that ET is being under­
estimated or simply because there is no allowance for
esti ated or si ply because there is no allo ance for 
basin leakage, or because there is not an interceptionbasin leakage, or because there is not an interception 
component within this version of the model; (3) erro­co ponent within this version of the odel; (3) erro­
neous parameter estimates that influence soil mois­
ture storage (soil depth, field capacity) and soil 
eous ara eter esti ates t at influe ce s il is­
ture storage (soil depth, field capacity) and soil
hydraulic properties (hydraulic conductivity, percenthydraulic properties (hydraulic conductivity, percent
of macropore flow, and slope); (4) the representative­of acropore flow, and slope); (4) the representative­
ness of one raingage for each watershed may be limit-
ess f ne raingage for each atershed a  e li it­
ing the accuracy of the volume of incoming rainfall;i  t  r  f t  l  f i i  r i f ll; 
and (5) a model time step that is inappropriate for ( )  el ti e step t t is i r ri t  f r 
describing the hydrological processes of the water­describing the hydrological processes of the ater­
shed. It is possible that any or all of the factors cans d. It is possi l  that any or all of the fact rs c  
be limiting model performance.e li iti  el erf r a ce. 
The time series of observed versus simulated dis­ ti  i   d rs s i l t  i ­
charges suggest that antecedent conditions precedingcharges suggest that antecedent conditions preceding 
runoff events are overestimated causing erroneous ts  ti t  i   
streamflow responses. This occurred most often dur­
ing times when average daily temperature values 
strea fi  res ses. is cc rre  st fte  r­
ing ti es hen average daily te perature values 
were in the vicinity of 0C suggesting the inability of aere i  t e ici it  f O'  s esti  t e i a ilit  f a 
daily time step to accurately predict rain or snowil  ti  st  t  r t l  r i t r i  or sn  
events and snowmelt. This may be due to inherentt   s lt. i     t  i t 
problems predicting snow accumulation/snowmelt 
using a daily model time step. Mean daily tempera­
r le s re icti  s  acc lati /s elt
 
using a daily odel ti e step. ean daily te pera­
ture may not be adequate for predicting whether pre­t re a  not be ade ate for pre icti  et er pre­
cipitation events occur as rain or snow, nor is iti it ti  t  r  i   s , r i  it 
adequate for accurate predictions of the occurrencet  f  t  predictio  of the occurre  
and magnitude of snowmelt on these watershedsof s  t atershe s 
when mean daily temperatures are in the vicinity of  il  t r t r s r  i  t  vi i it  f 
O·C.oc. 
A  goal of this study was to evaluate TOPMODELl f this study was to evaluate TOPMODEL 
for use in evaluating regional impacts on water yield.f r  i  e aluating regi l i acts o  ater yiel . 
Available data for driving the model for a large num­le        l r  nu
ber of watersheds would likely be limited to daily of  t  
data. Thus, calibrations using a finer time step weret . , calibrati  usi  a finer time step were 
not investigated. Snowpack ripening and the subse­t in ti t .  ri i   the subse­
quent release of meltwater or the occurrence of rain 
on snow in upland forested watersheds is as  upl  w   a 
rel of lt r the occurr
  for  i  
formidable task, particularly when a daily time stepf i le t , ti l l    dail  ti  step 
is used. Other snowmelt models face similar problemsis used. Other snowmelt models fa si ilar proble s 
when modeling snow accumulation and snowmelt sno lt 
using a daily time step for watersheds of this scale.usi  a dail  ti e step for watersheds of this scale. 
Thus, incorporating an alternative snowmelt modelThus, incorporating an alternative snowmelt model 
would not be expected to significantly improve theex t signific i t  
model fit for these watersheds, and was not examined 
further.further. 
, and was not examined 
To evaluate the possibility that the ET (evapotran­T t e possi t at the ET (evapotran­
spiration) model (Hamon method) used in thisspiration) mod ( a i this
version of TOPMODEL is limiting model perfor­version of TOP  li iting model perfor­
mance, daily values of ET during the growing seasonanc , dail  values of ET during the growing season 
were increased incrementally. Surprisingly, the high­were increased incre t ll . r i i l , t  hig .
est model efficiencies were achieved when growingest model e ficienci were achieved when growing 
PET (potential evapotranspiration) estimates werePE  (pote ti evapotra s ir ti ) esti ates were 
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Figure 4. Observed vs. Predicted Stream Discharges for Hubbard Bmok Three.i . .   f rd ro  
increased by approximately 100 percent. This wasincreased by approximately 10  percent. This was 
particularly evident for the Leading Ridge watershed.particularly e i e t for the i  idge watershed. 
Model efficiencies greater than 0.75 were achievedodel ef iciencies greater than .75 ere ieved 
consistently after increasing daily PET estimates dur­consistently after increasing daily PET estimates dur­
ing the growing season by 100 percent. In a climato­ing t e r ing season by 100 percent. In a li ato­
logical sense, this doubling of growing season PET islogical sense, this ubling of growing season PET is 
not warranted and may suggest other factors such asnot arranted   gest other factors such as 
leakage or groundwater outflows that are not includ­leakage or groundwater outflows that are t i clud­
ed in this version of the model may be contributing. Aed in t is rsi  f t  del ay be contributing.  
leakage component was added and found to improveleakage ponent was added a  d  r ve 
efficiencies similar to those experienced after increas­efficiencies similar to those experienced after increas­
ing PET. Although this analysis is inconclusive, it ising ET. Although this alysis i  nclusive, it is 
suspected that the daily model time step is also affect-suspected t l  fect­
ing PET estimates and limiting model performance.i   ti t   li iti  l r ance. 
A simplistic exercise was performed to illustrate i plistic exercise as performed to il ustrate 
TOPMODEL's ability to detect changes in water yieldP ODEL's ability to detect changes in ater ield 
that may result from an increase in temperature andt t  r lt fr   i r se in t erat re  
subsequent effects on evapotranspiration, and ulti­t cts n transpiration,  
mately soil moisture content and water yield. For thist l  il oisture content and ater yield. For this 
analysis all daily temperatures were increased byl sis ll   sed y 
1.7CC. A three-degree Fahrenheit (1.TC) temperatureLT . A three-degree Fahrenheit (LTC) te perat  
increase is consistent with some global warming esti­i r s  is sist t it  s  l l r i  sti­
mates, but of course, increasing all daily tempera-t , of , ­
tures uniformly by 1.7CC is a very simplistic scenario. unifor l  by 1.TC is a r  i li ti  ri . 
Annual, growing season, and dormant season waterl, ing season, and r ant son ater 
yields after increasing daily temperatures by 1.TCt r increasing daily temperatures by 1.7C
were compared with modeled water yields for there ared it  eled t    
same years using the actual daily temperaturee rs i    
values. This analysis assumes that the optimal. i  i  es t o  
parameter sets derived during model calibration rea­para eter sets eri ed ri  odel calibration rea­
sonably describe hydrologic pathways for these water­sonably describe hydrologic pathways for these water­
sheds such that relative comparisons can be madesheds such t t r l ti  ris ns an e de 
using water yield changes that result from ansing ater yield changes that res lt fr  an
increase in daily air temperatures.increase in daily air temperatures. 
The simulations showed average decreases inhe si ulati s ed average reases i  
water yield during the growing season of 14.9 percent,ater ield ri  t e r i  seas  f 4.9 percent, 
10.0 percent, and 8.8 percent for LR1, F4, HB3,10.0 percent, and 8.8 percent for 1, 4, 3, 
respectively. For the dormant season the water yieldrespectively. For the dormant season the ater yield 
decreases were 10.7 percent, 4.3 percent, and 4.5 per­ecreases ere 0.7 percent, 4.3 percent, and .5 er­
cent for LR1, F4, and HB3. The results of these simu­cent for R1, F4, and B3. The results f t ese si ­
lations are presented in Table 3 by comparing waterl ti s r  r s t  i  l    ri  t r 
yields for annual, growing season, and dormant sea­yields for annual, gro ing season, and dor ant sea­
son water yield totals, and the percentage decreasesson ater ield t tals, a  t e erce ta e ecreases 
following temperature increases. These results show 
that changes in the average daily air temperature are 
following temperature increases. hese results sho  
that changes in the average daily air te perature are 
detectable, assuming the model is calibrated accurate-detectable, assu ing the odel is calibrated accurate­
ly and the ET and other components of the model are 
performing satisfactorily. What cannot be defined is 
l   t    t r ts f t  el r  
perfor ing satisfactorily. hat cannot be defined is 
the degree of accuracy in water yield decreases due tothe degree of accuracy in ater yield decreases due to 
a 1.7CC increase in daily air temperatures.LT  increase in daily air temperatures. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS I  
Quantifying the impact on water resources ofuantifying the i pact on ater resources of 
a variety of possible climate change scenarios isa variety of possible cli ate change scenarios is 
essential if water resource managers are to meet theessential if ater resource anagers are to eet the 
TABLETABLE 3. Comparison of Predicted Water Yields (mm) Using Actual Versus +1.7"C Temperatures.. i  f r i t  ater iel s ( ) sing ctual Versus +
.7CC Te peratures. 
Annualnnual Annualal Percentt Growingr i  Growingro ing Percent Dormantr t Dormantor ant PercentPercent Watershed (actual) (+ 1.7"C) (+ 1.7CC) (+ l.7'C)atershed ( ' ) Change  (actual)t l) (  1.7" ) ChangeChange (actual)(actual) (+ 1.7'C) ChangeChange 
Wet  
LR1LRl 537537 474474 -11.8- 1.8 127  1131  -10.9-10.  410410 361361 -12.0 
F4F4 716716 677677 -5.6- .  1677 14114  .15.6-15.6 549549 536536 -2.5 
HB3HB3 883883 835835 -5.3-5.3 311311 279279 -10.3-10.3 571571 556 -2.655( 
.2.6 
DryDry 
LR1LR1 199199 183183 .80 5757 .103 142142 
-7.0-7.0-8.0 5151 -1 .a 132132 F4 337F4 337 315315 -6.7-6.  6969 6666 
-4.8-4.8 269269 249249 
-7.2-7.2 HB3 350HB3 350 341341 -2.5-2.5 8080 7575 -6.7-6.7 270270 26(; ·U266 .1.3 
AverageAverage 
LR1LR1 390390 329329 -15.6-15.6 9797 7474 -23.5-23.5 294294 256256 ·no
-13.0F4 545F4 545 519519 -4.8-4.8 11515 104104 -9.7-9.7 429429 415415 ·:U
-3.3HB3 571HB3 571 516516 -9.5-9.5 .9.5 45a -9.611818 106106 -9.5 453 410410 
-9.6 
LR1 
F4 
HB3 
LR1 
F4 
HB3 
.57 
-11.8
- 1.8 
-5.7 
-5.8
-5.8 
MeanMean 
-14.9-14.9 
-10.0-10.0 
-8.8-8.8 
-4.5 
-10.7-10.7 
-4.3 
-4.5 
growing demands for potable water. The TOPMODEL  
modeling concept is a viable means for future studies cept is a i le eans for fut re  
to predict long-term effects of climatic change onl  
streamflow from small, forested upland watersheds ofi  fr  s all, f rested u l  t r   
the northeastern U.S. Mter using this calibration pro­stern . . Af i  is c li r ti
cedure, TOPMODEL appears capable of detecting dif­r ,  rs l  f t ti  if­
ferences in water yield under a broad range ofs    
climatic and physiographic conditions. This infers the s. is  
model is suitable for evaluating potential water yieldel is r  
impacts under various climatic change scenariost  cli  
throughout the northeastern United States. However,t tern nited States. Ho , 
the results using a daily time step suggest thatt  
impacts on annual water yields, as opposed to month­  ter yi l s o  
ly water yield impacts, would be most reliable.    
The model results revealed some difficulty inl re l  so  
describing antecedent soil moisture conditions thati  t t il i t r  itions th t 
led to subsequent difficulties predicting the magni­  if
tude of the hydrologic response. This was evident in  h i  se. is s t  
defining whether a precipitation event was either rain   
or snow and timing and magnitude of snowmelt. Dur­   agnitude of sn
ing the growing season there were some difficultiesgr  t r  wer  so di s 
estimating the magnitude of runoff that also can be 
attributed to antecedent moisture conditions possiblyi t  to antecedent moisture conditi  
through the ET component of the model. The inabilityt e E  co l.  i ilit  
of the model to adequately describe soil moisture con­l  descri  s ist re c
ditions during certain periods of the year may suggestiti s ri  rt i  ri s f t  r  s st
alternative snowmelt or ET components be used.ti  sno or E  co t   . 
However, similar results with these model compo-ever, i il r  with these model comp ­
nents replaced would be expected when a daily timere l       
step is used. This study limited the model evaluationstud  li ite  the mo  
to a daily time step because daily data would likely be  ta  
available for future regional assessments of water r l  
yield impacts due to climate change. A preliminary t    li  .   
evaluation showed that model performance could alsos at model perfor c  
be improved upon by incorporating other components,e i r e    i c r rati  t er c e ts,
such as leakage and groundwater outflow. Certainly  groun t r o . t i l  
other factors such as the quality of the input data orrs ch s  lit  f the i t t  r 
the accuracy of the optimized parameter sets can all i ed r t    
affect model performance. Given these potentiall ce. i en t   
impacts on model calibration, it can still be statedt   del calibration, it can still e  
that TOPMODEL performed reasonably well.at T l   
Furthermore, calibrating TOPMODEL using wet,rt r r , calibrating T  si  t, 
dry, and average years over a variety of physiographicr ,  r  rs r  ri t  f si r i
settings has been demonstrated as an approach for a ap r  
approximating a variety of climatic conditions indica- a variety of cli atic conditi  i ­
tive of a range of potential climate change scenariosr  of t cli c  
in the northeastern United States. The exerciset northe st r  Unite  States. The exer  
whereby daily temperatures were increased by 1.7r y ily t t   i   .
degrees Celsius, demonstrated that the model is sen­r es elsius, de onstrated t l  ­
sitive enough to detect changes in annual water yield.  t  i  . 
Impacts on monthly water yield would be less accu-  yi l l a ­
rate, but annual water yield changes seem to bet an l water yiel  ch    
predicted reasonably well. These results suggest thatt  a ly el . These results est t  
TOPMODEL would be applicable for future assess­EL ould be plicable for f t
ments to predict annual water yield changes forater yiel c  
forested watersheds in the northeastern Unitedt  t rs eds i   
States under a variety of climatic change scenarios.t s nder a variety of li ri s. 
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